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Authentic and revealing exceptional flavours, the

collection of L’Aventure du Sucre embodies the

Mauritius spirit and expertise. Thus, in the Village

Boutik, only tasty local products are spotlighted:

exceptional brown sugars, tea, jam and honey,

sweets, rums and spices.

L’Aventure du Sucre creates and develops its

products in partnership with Mauritian skilled

crafters so as to participate in the conservation of a

timeless know-how.

This ancestral knowledge passed on from generation

to generation is an intangible heritage that is part of

the culture of our island.
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All our prices are inclusive of tax
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11 different unrefined natural brown sugars containing all the nutritional
values of sugarcane. 300g bags, easy to carry. A nice way to sweeten drinks,
desserts, fruit preparations and marinades.

The specific use in recipes and the nutritional values is indicated on each sugar pack. 
Recycled & recyclable cardboard and vegetal based inks are used.

   1. Golden Caster | 2. Golden Granulated | 3. Special Raw 
4. Fine Demerara | 5. Dry Demerara | 6. Standard Demerara

   7. Extra Light Muscovado | 8. Light Muscovado 
9. Dark Brown Soft | 10. Dark Muscovado

  11. Molasses

SUGARS
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Rs 95 

Rs 150 

Rs 175 



Our cardboard boxes are manufactured and decorated by local craftsman.

SWEET DODO BOX

Rs 225

Presented in a typically Mauritian way
to discover the diverse and unrivalled
flavours of natural brown sugar

SUGAR BASKET

Rs 495

A selection of 4 natural brown sugars
presented in a colourful, 
handmade packaging

Available colours :
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SUGARS

METAL SUGAR BOX

Rs 375

A beautiful box with its special sugar



HEXAGON

A perfect presentation to discover
the exclusive flavours of six natural
brown sugars

Rs 270

SMALL PACK WITH FLAVOURED SUGAR

Rs 350

Cinnamon or cardamom flavoured sugar
presented in a handmade tropical box

SUGAR DUO

Rs 295

Two natural brown sugars specially selected, 
of 100g each, along with a hand crafted spoon
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SUGARS

Our cardboard boxes are manufactured and decorated by local craftsman.

SUGAR TINS

Rs 375

Discover 3 natural brown sugars 
in quaint metal tins



YESTERYEAR
RANGE 
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COOKING POT “LA MARMITE”
Traditional aluminium pot with Mauritian

natural brown special sugars of your choice

Small round pot       

VINTAGE STYLED MUG
Mauritian natural brown sugar in an iron mug brought

to Mauritius and used by the Indian immigrants. 
The mugs are made by a local tinsmith.

Sugar of your choice (200g)

A packaging reminiscent of the emblem of all
sugar estates, which holds a natural brown sugar
of your choice (200g)

THE BEAU PLAN CHIMNEY

Rs 250

Rs 375 

YESTERYEAR RANGE
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Rs 550

A woven jute bag containing the natural brown
sugar of your choice (300g)

WOVEN JUTE BAG

Rs 325



GIFT 

BOXES
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Are you looking for a special gift? The Village Boutik offers a range of original
gift boxes filled with a great selection of local products.

TEA TIME

The Village Boutik has selected 2 flavours of Mauritian tea
(vanilla and exotic fruits) to be tasted at any time of the
day with unrefined natural brown sugar of your choice.
The small spoons are handmade

Rs 795

TROPICAL DELIGHTS
Enjoy a sensory journey with this gourmet box
that includes a tube with 3 fresh vanilla pods, 
2 mini eucalyptus honey jars, 3 mini jams (banana,
papaya, and pineapple), assorted tropical fruit jellies
and 3 bags of Mauritian unrefined brown sugars

SUGAR GIFT BOX

Rs 1200

A beautiful souvenir box, like an old safe with a lock,
containing our selection of 9 different unrefined sugars

Rs 1795

GIFT BOXES
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SWEET DELIGHTS BOX

This box is ideal for one to discover the flavours
of Mauritius. 
It includes: 2 mini honey jars, 2 mini jams, 
1 small Plantation white rum bottle, 
1 woven jute bag containing brown sugar 
and 1 little horn spoon. The ideal souvenir gift !

Rs 1795 

GIFT BOXES
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INDIGO TROPICAL DELIGHTS

Rs 1795 

Indigo coloured gourmet gift box containing: 
1 tube of 3 fresh vanilla pods, 2 mini honey jars, 

3 mini babana, papaya and pineapple jams, 
a medley of tropcal fruits paste 

and 3 unrefined brown sugar bags

Are you looking for a special gift? The Village Boutik offers a range of original
gift boxes filled with a great selection of local products.



INDIGO BLUE
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Nicknamed the 7th Colour of the rainbow, this deep and timeless blue is tied in to the
history and identity of L’Aventure du Sucre.
Before being a sugar factory, Beau Plan estate was an indigo factory with extensive indigo
plantations. The leaves were harvested, rich in the dense and luminous blue dye which was
highly sought after in Europe for its beautiful printing quality.

MINI GUNNY BAG OF SUGAR 

INDIGO MUG                                          

INDIGO BLUE
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This cup, adorned with a motif of the indigo tree, 
packed with a natural brown sugar which would be perfect for tea lovers.
Sugar of your choice (300g)

A natural brown sugar packed in a small burlap sack, 
also known as gunny bag, as a souvenir of times long gone.

Sugar of your choice (100g)

Rs 475

Rs 375

SPECIAL SUGAR CASING                                   
A beautiful indigo package containing 
the natural brown sugar of your choice (100g)

Rs 75



INDIGO BLUE
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 INDIGO CANDLE 

This candle designed with the indigo
plant will perfume your indoors 
with subtle Mauritian scents.  

Rs 595 

SUGAR PYRAMIDE

Inside this indigo blue pyramid, 
is hidden a delicious unrefined brown sugar. 

Sugar of your choice (100g)

   Rs 295

L’AVENTURE DU SUCRE’S SIGNATURE NECKLACE

Handmade and handcrafted with semi-precious stones, 
this necklace will uplift your outfits

Rs 750



INDIGO BLUE
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INDIGO PAREO 
A indigo coloured pareo, soft and
comfortable, 100% cotton

COSMETIC BAG

An indigo coloured bag,
perfect to store your beauty products

   Rs 825

Rs 1750  

Available designs :



TROPICAL
V I B E S
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Create a cozy and relaxing atmosphere at home 
with tropical flower scented candles from Mauritius

Scent your home with the most irresistible fragrance of
our tropical island: sugarcane, bougainvillea, hibiscus,
white tea, ylang-ylang, vanilla patchouli, orange coconut,
green tea clementine

TROPICAL VIBES
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HOME FRAGRANCE 

Rs 795

FLORAL CANDLE

Rs 595 

COCOONING BOX

Discover our tropical selection composed with : 
4 facial soaps (vegan, anti-aging...), 
1 body scrub (200g), 1 mini candle, 
1 vanilla tea and 1 special sugar bag

Rs 3250 



 Available designs :

A natural brown sugar in a tropical packaging

An elegant line of mugs, 
celebrating the Mauritian flora 

(vanilla, frangipani, ylang-ylang, sugar cane, hibiscus and indigo)
Unrefined sugar of your choice (300g)

As a souvenir of Mauritius, an unrefined brown sugar
in a mug branded with the colours of the island

TROPICAL VIBES
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TROPICAL PYRAMID

Rs 295

KAZ KREOL MUG 

 Rs 475

FLORAL MUG

 Rs 475

 Rs 725

A succulent and tropical selection
of 2 jams and 1 honey

MORNING DELIGHTS

 Rs 650

Plantation white rum (50 ml) and 2 selected
special sugars. Ideal for a great cocktail to go

COCKTAIL TIME



VIBES
NATURAL
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AROMATIC SOAP
All the benefits of nature concentrated into this
soap made from olive and coconut oil.
Camomile, citronella, honey, rosemary, neem...

FRESH SOAP TRIO
To soften and revitalize the shine of your skin. 
You can choose between: coffee, oats, turmeric, mint
and poppy, honey bush, marigold, cedarwood, honey,
activated charcoal and green or pink clay

NATURAL VIBES
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Rs 395 

Rs 995 

Our soaps are 100% natural, plant based, handmade with essential oils, with no
added perfume or paraben



LIP SUGAR SCRUB

An subtle scrub for extra soft lips. 
Aromas : pineapple, coco-vanilla, strawberry-vanilla,
coconut, apple

BODY SUGAR SCRUB 

A body scrub to make your skin shine. 
Aromas : pineapple delight, coco-vanilla,
activated charcoal, coconut, papaya, berry
cupcake, hibiscus flower, coffee, jasmin...

NATURAL VIBES
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Rs 875 

Rs 995 

Our scrubs are 100% natural, handmade with mauritian sugars.



CERAMIC POT

Whole cane brown sugar 
of Mauritius in its ceramic pot.

Choose your sugar (300g)

NATURAL VIBES
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Rs 1250 

Rs 1495 

MINI CERAMIC POTS

2 handmade ceramic pots containing
whole cane special sugars of Mauritius.
Choose your sugar (100g/pot)

*Unit

Our ceramic pots are 100% natural, handmade by our local craftworkers.   



NATURAL VIBES
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MAURITIAN VANILLA GOURMET
Discover the astonishing flavours 
of our locally made vanilla 

Rs 995 3 vanilla pods     
6 vanilla pods Rs 1495 

VACOAS POUCH
A pretty natural vacoas pouch 

containing whole cane special sugars

Rs 695 

DODO BOX

A beautiful wooden box showcasing our Dodo,
containing 4 varieties of whole cane special sugars

Rs 1575



NATURAL VIBES
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RUSTICHIC BOX

A 100% natural vacoas box containing : 
1 mini honey jar,  1 mini banana jam, 
cinnamon sticks, 1 mini ceramic pot with 100g of
special sugar and 1 tube with 3 vanilla pods   

Rs 2575 

RELAXATION BOX

Discover our 100% natural vacoas box,
composed of: 1 lips sugar scrub, 

1 mini candle and 1 unrefined sugar bag

Rs 2350 

Our vacoas boxes are handmade by our local craftworkers  and assembled  at our
Village Boutik. 



NATURAL VIBES
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SUGARCANE BOX

Discover our 100% beauty box containing : 
1 hand towel, 1 mini candle, 1 soap and 1 ambiance oil

Rs 1775 

OCEAN BOX 

A selection composed of : 
1 hand towel,  2 minis shell soaps, 

1 shell candle and 1 key holder 

Rs 1775 
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The House of New Grove, our distillery of 200 years, produces a selection of
unique Mauritian raw infused rums. Rum lovers will enjoy round and suave
mouthfeel to taste in cocktails, long drinks, on ice, as an aperitif or as a digestive.

GOLDEN BAKERY
700 ml
Rs 1395

MUSCOVADO
700 ml

Rs 1395

MOLASSES
700 ml

Rs 1395

RUM WITH SPECIAL SUGARS
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GOURMET
BASKET
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A tailor-made basket usually used by gardeners in Mauritius that you can fill with any
of your favourite local delights. A perfect opportunity to make a culinary journey.
Compose your gourmet basket, with a personalized message. 
Remember to place your orders in advance.



GIFTS
WEDDING
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The village Boutik manufactures a wide range of beautiful, creative and
customisable giveaways for your guests, to make this day unforgettable.

Aim for originality with this gradient of natural brown sugars
presented in a glass tube. 
Add a personalised tag for a unique touch

Offer your guests a tiny sweet pot
of brown sugar with a distinct,
personalised tag

A charming way to thank your guests. 
Add a beautiful personalised tag

Succulent exotic flavoured fruits paste

WEDDING GIFTS

SUGARS IN A TUBE

Rs 150

JAR OF SUGARS

   Rs 395

SWEET SUGAR POT

Rs 150

FRUITS PASTE

 Rs 195�
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GIFTS
BUSINESS
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A selection of mini jam, mini honey jar 
and natural fruit pastes for a sweet start of the day

Our bestselling miniatures (50 ml each):
the Plantation white rum and the Oak Aged rum

Plantation white rum (50 ml) and 3 selected special sugars.
Ideal for a great cocktail to go

Available colours of packaging :
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BUSINESS GIFTS

SWEET BREAKFAST DELIGHT   

Rs 650

RUM TASTING

Rs 895

COCKTAIL TIME

Rs 725

To reward both your collaborators and your clients for the trust placed in you, 
the Village Boutik offers you a wide range of tailor-made products. 
Offer an elegant and unique souvenir with authentic gifts which embodies 
the Mauritius spirit and expertise. 



A selection of fruit pastes beautifully presented, 
ideal to offer as a sweet gift
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BUSINESS GIFTS

FRUITY GIFT 

Rs 650

A beautiful engraved shot glass, accompanied
by a special sugar bag and a miniature version

of our Plantation white rum (50 ml)

APÉRO BOX

Rs  895

 A selection of our sweet bestsellers,
composed of 1 pineapple jam, 1 honey jar, 
3 special sugars and 1 handmade spoon

SWEET BOX

Rs 650 

Available colours :

A special team will work subject to your budget, to offer you, a selection of
products, a specific packaging and a special message for a personalized
experience. According to the chosen product, your message or logo can be
embossed, wood-carved, printed or embroidered.



All the products of L’Aventure du Sucre are registered
at the MASA (Mauritius Society of Authors) and are
protected by the ©Copyright Act. 
Any unauthorised reproduction of these products are
prohibited by law and offender exposes himself to legal
proceedings.

For more info, please contact
Anna Reymann

Boutique Manager

T: (230) 243 7900
boutik@aventuredusucre.com

www.aventuredusucre.com

BEAU PLAN, PAMPLEMOUSSES 21001


